
Field Tuff FTF-0632CPATV 72” Cultipacker 

 
Field Tuff’s FTF-0632CPATV 72” Cultipacker is an essential tool needed in the production of 

crops, whether it be for your food plot or your garden. This cultipacker covers a 6 ft. wide area to 

efficiently break up soil clumps and firm your soil to prepare your seedbed for planting or 

seeding. The pin hitch allows you to pull the cultipacker behind your ATV, UTV, or utility 

tractor. Constructed of 32 individual cast iron packer wheels measuring 9.5” each, for optimal 

packing and long-lasting durability. Field Tuff’s cultipacker features knobs to crush and 

pulverize soil clods and to create moisture retaining dimples for the health of your soil and seed. 

The steel packer wheel shaft measures 1 ¾” in diameter to provide long-lasting wear resistance, 

ensuring that your cultipacker will continue working at its greatest potential. The 13” pneumatic 

tires give you easy maneuverability with your cultipacker while the unique, flip-over design 

allows you to pull the cultipacker with little effort. Field Tuff’s Cultipacker removes air pockets, 

creates a smooth, firm seedbed, and prevents deep seed planting to help prepare your optimal 

food plot. The optional FTF-HCP3PT 3-Point Hitch Kit, sold separately, allows you to mount to 

your Category 1 tractor. 
o Covers a 6 ft. area to efficiently break soil clumps and firm your soil for planting 

or seeding 
o Pin hitch allows you to pull the cultipacker behind your ATV, UTV, or utility 

tractor 
o Pneumatic tires measure 13” and give you easy maneuverability with your 

cultipacker 
o Constructed of 32 individual cast iron packer wheels measuring 9.5” each, for 

optimal packing and long-lasting durability 
o Packer wheels feature knobs to crush and pulverize soil clods and also creates 

moisture retaining dimples for the health of your soil and seed 
o Steel packer wheel shaft measures 1 ¾” in diameter to provide long-lasting wear 

resistance, ensuring that your cultipacker will continue working at its greatest 

potential 
o The unique flip-over design allows you to pull the cultipacker with little effort 
o Field Tuff’s Cultipacker removes air pockets, creates a smooth, firm seedbed, and 

prevents deep seed planting to give you your optimal food plot 
o 1 year limited Manufacturer’s parts warranty 
o Mount to your Category 1 tractor with the optional FTF-HCP3PT 3-Point Hitch 

Kit, sold separately 
o SEARCH TERMS: soil, dirt, moisture, clod, clumps, rocks, stones, food plot, 

seeds, seeding, sow, sowing, cast iron, packer, knobs, pulverize, shaft, pneumatic, 

seedbed, firm, air pockets, field, garden, ATV, UTV, utility tractor, category 1, 

cat 1, 3 point hitch, hitch, level, pack 
 


